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The ENTIRE 4 book Extinction Survival series in one boxset: Over 1000 Five Star Ebook Library
Reviews and 1000 pages of post-apocalyptic survival fiction and action.War has a way of
following some people....John Eric Carver and Shrek are a retired Navy SEAL war dog team,
now living in the mountains outside of San Diego. Both man and dog thought their life was now
settled, finding peace on the 40-acre ranch they had moved to. But life, and a mutated virus,
changed all that.Now, they have to survive a worldwide pandemic. Taking refuge in a nearby Boy
Scout camp, he leads a group of teens and their parents as they are forced to deal with infected
creatures that are rapidly consuming the world. Will John and Shrek survive another war, or will
this be the end of the line for the SEAL team?The enthralling Extinction Survival series is a
harrowing story of a man and his best friend trying to survive at the end of the world. Join the
army of readers that fell in love with these two favorite characters by owning the complete series,
offered in a box set for the very first time!
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Mike Keller, “A SEAL and his war dog Shrek lead the fight to survive the Rage Virus. John Eric
Carver and his Military War Dog partner, Shrek (meaning Ghost in Dutch), were retired from the
SEAL team they had led through three deployments to Iraq and Afghanistan. They lived now in
southern California not far from a Boy Scout camp and Indian reservation. Jennifer Blevins was
the director of the Schoepe Boy Scout Camp where Carver volunteered. Nicknamed “Lost
Valley,” the three-thousand-acre facility was used by troops from all over the Southwest for
weekend training and activities.Harold Kinney, the camp’s ranger, was the only other full-time
resident besides Jennifer on the three thousand acres. Kinney was a former Marine in his early
forties and was responsible for making sure the camp’s physical assets were maintained and
that supplies never ran low.Captain James Louden, Marine pilot, retired, today driving a Falcon
2000LX, a French made luxury jet, delivering a passenger list from WHO to Chicago. One of the
passengers was ill, occupying the restroom for most of the flight. He was still there when the
Airbus landed at O'Hare and Captain Louden's copilot went aft to check on the sick passenger.
Hearing an inhuman sounding scream from the back cabin, Louden peered through the flight
deck peephole. He saw the sick passenger bent over his copilot and as he turned toward the
flight deck, Louden saw an inhumanly contorted face covered in blood as the creature ran off the
jet and disappeared into the terminal, leaving three bodies behind on the jet with their throats
torn open. Thus began the end of the civilized world.This tale from the Extinction Cycle world
offers explanations about how the virus arrived and spread across the U.S. and the planet. I
loved the characters and the plotline that Walt Browning has detailed for us, and the carefully
crafted and excellently described action sequences are believably drawn to draw us into the
action. I literally devoured each thrilling page as I was drawn deeper into the story with every
sentence. Hard to put down, easy to fall deeper into the excitement, this side story of the EC
world is an excellent edition to its genre. I had to read it twice to make sure I hadn't missed even
a word of this thrilling tale of cooperation survival.”

Mike Whitfield, “One of very, very few zombie apocalypse series I’ve enjoyed. Didn’t care that
much for the original Extinction Cycle series, as I found the monsters original but not very
realistic even given the inherent required suspension of disbelief. For some reason, this series
gripped me to a much greater extent in spite of starting out as fan fiction. I really like the writing
style and the characters, especially Shrek, and the author truly understands that when one goes
to war, things seldom go as planned. As such, I found this a particularly believable chunk of an
unbelievable genre. Highly recommended.”

Ebook Library Reader - Bill H, “An Amazing Series. Most zombie ish apocalypse make stuff up,
this author uses real world uses and not over science fiction terms. A true believer in keeping it
simple. I say the this because the simpler the scarier. I truly enjoyed the character's highs and



lows and the truth to persevere through all that was thrown at them. Thank you for writing this
series. Now please write about the younger characters like Kyle, Lucas and Gonzalez as they
grow out from Catalina Island and the Variants that NIW control US soil. Keep the great work,
your realistic scenario is both thrilling and rewarding.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great series!. Fantastic story of a man, John Carter, and his dog, Shrek,
as they fight to survive in a post apocalyptic world besieged by a raging virus. I love the parts
where we get to see Shreks point of view. If you are a fan of the Extinction Cycle universe by
Nicholas Smith, you’ll love this series!”

Ebook Library Reader, “An outstanding series!. Shark (the war dog) and his master (Carver)
steal the series. The author uses the technique of having the dog's thoughts part of the narrative,
and it's a brilliant idea which gives to the dog's importance to the story. Sure, there's plenty of
violence and the other parts you expect from an apocalyptic thriller, but it's really the story of a
man and his dog (or a dog and his master).”

Charlie Hart, “Outstanding read! Great! Great! Great!. Great, great read from beginning to end.
Well written, excellent characters, and input from the dog was perfect.The dog was a major
protagonist, with his own plot and dialogue. As opposed to being an after-thought.Some little
complaints like giving a dog ibuprofen. I did that once and it caused my dog internal bleeding
plus a strong lecture from the veterinarian.Oh, and I loathe single-point rifle slings (too floppy;
won’t keep rifle on my back), drop-holsters (impedes my movement), and sawed-off shotguns
(no reach). But that’s just me. I was never important like a seal, just a basic trigger-
puller.Otherwise this author is great and I’ll buy his books for sure hands down.”

azskip, “Super Addition to the Extinction series. It was like an extension of the original series but
just enough different to know the author wasn't the same. I loved all four books. The characters
were great and I loved getting inside the dogs mind! I highly recommend these for books.”

ProCom, “Incredible tale. This series is a very comprehensive read, told by multiple characters
throughout different events. I've never read a series of books written in this manner and I can
only hope to find others written in the same manner.”

Glyn M, “Excellent. Brilliant series, enjoyed every page of it. Already preordered the next
instalment of it.It's one of the best zombie apocalypse stories I ever read.  Highly recommend it.”

Nikki Colson, “Wow. From start to finish I was hooked. The storyline, the research, the
characters. Better than well written, it flowed. I cried and laughed through out the story. And of
course the ending made me cry.”



The book by Walt  Browning has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 278 people have provided feedback.
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